
INTRODUCTION

The host community development provisions in the

Petroleum Industry Act 2021 (PIA) remain a focal topic of

discourse amongst stakeholders in the Nigerian oil and

gas industry. The reason for this is not farfetched as

prior to the PIA, there were no laws imposing community

development obligations on oil and gas companies.1

Prior to the enactment of the PIA, although not statutorily

required to do so, oil and gas companies addressed the

development of host communities through the

instrumentality of Global Memorandum of

Understanding (GMOU), Offshore Memorandum of

Understanding (OMOU) and other means of collaboration

with host communities. The GMOUs and OMOUs were

typically entered into between the oil and gas company,

the host communities (represented by appointed

representatives) and the relevant state government. By

the GMOUs and OMOUs, the companies inter alia will

undertake to either provide or fund certain

developmental activities and projects for the benefit of

the host communities. Further, the governing bodies set

up under the GMOUs and OMOUs are responsible for

reviewing the developmental projects, ensuring peaceful

co-existence between the host communities and the oil

and gas companies as well as assisting with conflict

resolution.

Notwithstanding this existing practice of entering into

GMOUs, the government still saw the huge gap created

due to lack of a legislative framework which imposes

host community development obligations so that it is not

just seen as a corporate social responsibility initiative of

the oil & gas companies but rather a legal obligation that

must be complied with, hence the elaborate provisions

on host community development contained in Chapter 3

of the PIA.

These provisions are aimed at among others, fostering

sustainable prosperity within host communities,

providing direct and social economic benefits from

petroleum operations to host communities and

enhancing peaceful and harmonious co-existence

between licensees or lessees and host communities.

ANALYSIS OF KEY HOST COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT OBLIGATIONS

Obligation to Incorporate a Trust

Each settlor is obligated to incorporate a Host

Communities Development Trust (the Trust) as a body

corporate under the Companies and Allied Matters Act

for the benefit of the host communities for which the

settlor is responsible.2

This is required to be done within the following timelines:

a) For oil mining leases and designated facilities3

existing as at the effective date of the PIA, within 12

months from the effective date of the PIA (i.e., by 15

August 2022);

b) For designated facilities that were under

construction as at the effective date of the PIA,

within 12 months from the effective date of the PIA

(i.e., by 15 August 2022);

c) For oil prospecting licences existing as at the

effective date of the PIA, prior to the application for

field development plan;
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1. We however note the provisions of the Community Content Guideline which was issued by the Nigerian Content Development and Monitoring Board for the establishment 

of critical infrastructure to stimulate development in host communities. In this regard, the Community Content Guidelines provides for the operators, contractors and 

project promoter to sponsor scholarship programmes and upload the list of beneficiaries to the Board electronically.

2. Section 235(1) and (2) of the PIA

3. Designated facilities is defined under Section 318 of the PIA as petroleum transportation pipelines, bulk storage tank farms, refineries, gas processing plants in midstream 

petroleum operations and petrochemical plants 
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d) For petroleum prospecting licences (PPLs) and

petroleum mining leases (PMLs) granted pursuant

to the PIA: prior to the application for any field

development plan; and

e) For new licensees of designated facilities granted

pursuant the PIA: prior to commencement of

commercial operations.

It should be noted that for unincorporated joint ventures,

the operator is responsible, on behalf of the joint venture

partners, for ensuring compliance with the host

community development provisions in the PIA, including

incorporation of the Trust.4 Notably, failure to

incorporate the Trust is a ground for revocation of the

applicable licence or lease.5

Interestingly, and as noted above, the obligation to

incorporate the Trust and other host community

development obligations under the PIA are imposed on

‘settlors’. By section 318 of the PIA, a settlor is defined

as a holder of interest in a PPL or PML whose area of

operations is in or appurtenant to any community or

communities. Thus, the definition of “settlors” makes

clear that a “settlor” is a company holding a PML or PPL.

Further, section 240 of the PIA provides that three per

cent (3%) of the actual annual operating expenditure of

the preceding financial year in upstream petroleum

operations shall be contributed to the host communities

development fund. Thus, a combined reading of the

foregoing provisions makes clear that the host

community obligations under the PIA apply only to PPL

and PML holders and only in respect of their upstream

petroleum operations.

Paradoxically, several other provisions in Chapter 3 of

the PIA appear to indicate that the host community

development obligations are also applicable to

midstream and downstream entities. For example,

Section 236 of the PIA provides that the Trust must be

set up within 12 months of the effective date for existing

“designated facilities”6 as well as those under

construction and prior to commencement of commercial

operations for new “designated facilities”. Designated

facilities under the PIA is defined as petroleum

transportation pipelines, bulk storage tank farms,

refineries, gas processing plants in midstream petroleum

operations and petrochemical plants.7 A good number of

these facilities are utilised for midstream and

downstream operations and do not pertain to upstream

petroleum operations. Further, the Commission and

Authority (whose powers and functions are limited to

midstream and downstream operations)8 are empowered

to: (i) issue regulations in relation to inter alia the dispute

resolution between settlors and host communities and

management of the host communities development

fund;9 and (ii) approve the membership requirements for

the board of the Trust, as applicable.10 The settlor is also

required to submit a report on its activities in respect of

the Trust to either the Commission or Authority, as the

case may be.11 Clearly, the references to the powers of

the Authority as delineated herein is suggestive of the

fact that the PIA contemplates settlors also being

involved in midstream and downstream operations, as

opposed to upstream operations alone.

Despite the foregoing provisions of the PIA, it is arguable

that the intention of the lawmakers was not to include

midstream and downstream companies within the ambit

of the host community development provisions. This is

premised on a number of reasons to wit: (i) the definition

of “settlors” is clear and unambiguous; (ii) the Petroleum

Host and Impacted Communities Development Bill 2018

(the Bill) which was adopted as Chapter 3 of the PIA,

specifically included licensees of designated midstream

and downstream assets within the definition of

“settlors”; however, this was conspicuously excluded

from the definition of “settlors” contained in the PIA. The

fact that the PIA departed from this definition suggests

that the intention was to exclude midstream and

downstream companies from the obligations imposed by

Chapter 3.
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4. Section 235(2) of the PIA

5. Section 238 of the PIA

6. Section 236 (b) (c) and (f) of the PIA

7. Section 318 of the PIA

8. Section 32 of the PIA

9. Section 234(3) and (4), 235(6), 238 of the PIA

10. Section 242(1) of the PIA

11. Section 255 (d) of the PIA
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As a corollary, it is also arguable that the intention of the

lawmakers is for the provisions of Chapter 3 of the PIA to

be extended to the midstream and downstream

operations of PPL or PML holders (where applicable) and

not to midstream and downstream companies who do

not engage in any upstream operations.

What is evident from the foregoing is that clarity is

required on whether the host community obligations

imposed under the PIA are applicable to midstream and

downstream oil and gas companies. Given this

ambiguity, it remains to be seen how the regulators will

interpret the provisions of the PIA but we expect that

regulations will be issued in due course by the

Commission and Authority to clarify the scope of

applicability of Chapter 3.

The Host Communities Development Trust Fund

Each Trust is required to establish a host communities

development trust fund (the Fund) comprising of one or

more accounts. Each settlor is required to make an

annual contribution to the Fund, in an amount equal to

three percent (3%) of the actual annual operating

expenditure of the settlor for the preceding financial year

in relation to its upstream petroleum operations

affecting the host communities for which the applicable

Trust was established.12 Additionally, profits and

interest accruing to the reserve fund of the Trust will also

form part of the Fund13. The Fund is to be applied solely

for the implementation of the applicable host

communities development plan14 and shall be

administered by the Board.

For proper management and utilisation of the Fund, the

PIA provides for certain measures to ensure

accountability and achievement of the objectives set out

in Chapter 3 and these include:

1. the engagement of a fund manager to invest

reserve funds15 as the Fund accrues;16

2. the utilisation of a matrix prepared by the settlor to

determine the distribution of the Fund to host

communities;17

3. appointment of auditors to audit the accounts of the

Trust annually;18 and

4. regular reporting obligations by the management

committee, Board, and settlor.19 Specifically, the PIA

obligates every settlor to submit an annual report of

the Trust accompanied by its audited account to the

Commission or Authority (as applicable), not later

than 31st May annually.20

The Fund is exempt from taxation and any contribution

made by the settlor to the Fund shall be deductible for

the purpose of hydrocarbon tax and companies income

tax21.

Further, where an act of vandalism, sabotage or other

civil unrest causes damage to the petroleum and

designated facilities or disrupts production activities

within host communities, the host communities shall

forfeit their entitlement to the extent of the cost of

repairs required provided however, that this forfeiture

would not apply where the interruption results from a

technical or natural cause22.

The implication of this provision of the PIA is that a

settlor would not be under an obligation to contribute the

total 3% of the operating expenditure into the Fund in

the year following a year where damage was caused to

the facilities of the settlor for any of the foregoing

reasons. In such instances, the settlor is allowed to

deduct all amounts required for any remediation and

only the balance remaining if any will be contributed into

the Fund by the Settlor for the relevant year.

Administration of the Trust

The Trust is to be managed by a board of trustees (the

Board), whose membership is to be determined by the

settlor in consultation with the host communities and

subject to the approval of the Commission or Authority23.

The Board must include persons from the host

communities who shall be of high integrity and

professional standing24.
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12. Section 240(2) of the PIA

13. Section 240(4) of the PIA

14. Section 241 of the PIA

15. By 244(1)(b) 20% of the Fund shall be relegated to a reserve fund which shall be invested for the utilization of the Trust whenever there is a cessation in the contribution 

payable by the settlor.

16. Section 246(1) of the PIA

17. Section 245 of the PIA

18. Section 254 of the PIA
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The settlor is responsible for setting out: (a) the selection

process, procedure for meeting, financial regulations

and administrative procedures of the Board; (b) the

remuneration, discipline, qualification, disqualification,

suspension and removal of members of the Board; and

(c) other matters other than the above relating to the

operation and activities of the Board. The objectives of

the Trust includes inter alia: (i) financing and executing

projects for the benefit of the host community; (b)

undertaking infrastructural development of the host

communities; (c) facilitating economic empowerment

opportunities in the host communities; and (d) investing

available funds for and on behalf of the host

community25.

The Board, at the apex of each Trust, is responsible for

general management of the Trust and more specifically,

is responsible for: (a) determining the criteria, process

and proportion of the Fund to be allotted to specific

development programs; (b) approving the projects for

which the Fund shall be utilised; (c) approving the

appointment of fund managers; (d) determining the

allocation of funds to host communities based on the

matrix provided by the settlor; and (e) providing general

oversight of the host community’s projects26.

The Board is also expected to set up a management

committee comprising of one nominee of each host

community (as non-executive members) and other

persons of high integrity who shall serve as executive

members (whether or not from the host community).27

The management committee shall be responsible for: (a)

preparing the budget for the Trust for approval by the

Board; (b) developing and managing the contracting

process for project award subject to the approval of the

Board; (c) determining the project award winners and

contractors subject to the approval of the Board; (d)

supervising the execution of projects; and (e) nominating

fund managers for the approval of the Board.28

In addition to the Board and management committee,

section 249 of the PIA provides for the host communities

advisory committee which is to be comprised of at least

one member of each host community. The advisory

committee shall be responsible for: (a) nominating

members to represent the host community on the

management committee; (b) monitoring progress of

projects and report progress to the management

committee; and (c) advising the management committee

on activities that may lead to improvement of security of

infrastructure and enhancement of peacebuilding within

the communities.29

It appears that the multiplicity of committees has been

designed to ensure more representation by members of

the host communities and devolution of powers from the

Board. However, in practice, the multiple layers may

have administrative and cost implications which may

detract from the objectives of the Trust and lead to

wastage. We however note that possibly in recognition of

the potential wastage that may result from this, section

244 (c) of the PIA places a cap of 5% on the amount of

the Fund that may be utilised as administrative cost of

running the Trust and special projects thereby ensuring

that majority of the funds in the Fund are utilised for the

benefit of the host communities and consequently the

realization of the objectives of the PIA.

Further, the Commission and Authority are empowered

to issue regulations that enable the settlor to make

adjustments to reduce expenditures where the available

funds are insufficient to fund the ongoing operations and

the regulations shall provide for the settlor’s powers to:

(x) reduce the number of members of the Board and the

frequency of meetings; (y) not fund the reserve fund and

not hire the fund manager; (z) reduce the number of

members of the management committee and frequency

of meeting; and (xx) reduce the frequency of meetings of

the host communities advisory committee.
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19. Section 255 of the PIA

20. Section 255(d) of the PIA 

21. Section 256 and 257 (1) of the PIA

22. Section 257(2) of the PIA

23. Section 242 of the PIA
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Needs Assessment and Host Communities Development

Plan

Every settlor is required to conduct a needs assessment

on each host community from a social, environmental

and economic perspective. The needs assessment shall

identify the needs of the community, ascertain the effect

of petroleum operations on the community and devise a

strategy for addressing the needs and effects identified.

Based on the findings of the needs assessment, the

settlor is to develop a host communities development

plan (the Plan) for submission to the Commission or

Authority. The Plan should be based on the settlor’s

matrix for distribution of the Fund which the settlor is

required to provide to the Board and shall inter alia

specify the community development initiatives tailored to

the host communities' needs and provide a detailed

timeline for the host communities’ projects.30

Transfer and Survival of Host Communities Obligations

The PIA also makes provisions for the treatment of host

communities’ obligations in the event of an assignment,

novation, transfer, revocation, termination or expiration

of licence or lease. With regards to the assignment,

novation, or transfer of a licence or lease, the PIA

provides that the legal and equitable interest in relation

to the Plan and Trust shall be deemed to attach to the

property being transferred31. Thus, in practice, given this

requirement of the PIA, the relevant transaction

documentation between an assignor and assignee will

have to reflect the commercial understanding of parties

on the treatment of host communities’ obligations in

relation to the asset being transferred.

However, in the case of surrenders, revocation,

termination, or expiration of a licence or lease, the PIA

states that the licensee or lessee shall continue to

discharge its surviving obligations until the holder shall

have no further obligations to the surrendered or

revoked or terminated or expired area. Although

‘surviving obligations’ are not defined in the PIA, we

consider that these will relate to any accrued obligations

up until the date of termination, revocation, surrender or

expiration and would include primarily, any outstanding

obligation to set up the Trust and committees and

obligation to pay outstanding sums into the Fund.

CONCLUSION

The host communities' obligations under the PIA are a

welcome development as it seeks to provide a defined

framework for the development of these communities

from which petroleum and petroleum products are

derived. It is hoped that the legal framework will bring

the host communities some level of comfort that their

interests will be protected and eventually achieve a key

objective of the PIA, to wit, the promotion of peace and

harmonious existence between oil and gas companies

and members of the host communities. However, it is

clear that some provisions require clarification by the

regulators and even possible amendments in order to

fully consolidate the gains expected from having such

obligations expressly imposed by the law.
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24. Section 242(1) and (2) of the PIA

25. Section 239(3) of the PIA

26. Section 243 of the PIA

27. Section 247 of the PIA

28. Section 248 of the PIA

29. Section 250 of the PIA

30. Section 252 of the PIA

31. Section 237(1) of the PIA
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